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Contempt: Judicial Tear Gas
by Ivan White
Note: The following is a much abbreviated version of
an unpublished Law Review article. The responsibility
for omissions rests entirely with the Advocate.
That contempt power . . . is
capable of abuse is certain. Men
who make their way to the
bench sometimes exhibit vanity,
irascibility,
narrowness,
arrogance, andother weaknesses
to which human flesh is heir.
Justice Jackson in

Sacher v. United States,
343 U.s. 1, 12 (1952)
Federal District Judge Julius J. Hoffman's citation

Volume 2, Number 2

of one hundred seventy-five separate counts of criminal
contempt by the eight Chicago Conspiracy Trial
defendants and their lawyers, and the resulting
imposition of sentences totaling more than nineteen
years, raises serious questions concerning the continued
viability of the exercise of the summary contempt
power by federal courts.
On February
14, 1970 while the jury was
deliberating, Judge Hoffman summarily adjudged the
defendants and their lawyers, William Kunstler and
Leonard Weinglass, guilty of direct contempt of court
in conformity with Rule 42(a) of the Federal Rules of
Criminal Procedure and Title 18, United States Code,
Section 401. It is somewhat ironic that at least three of
the, defendants and their lawyers may serve prison
terms not for the violation of the substantive charqes,

Student Newspaper

but for offenses committed during the defense of such
charges.
'
Putting Judge Hoffman's action in a historical
perspective, a brief review of the summary contempt
power would be helpful.
The Judiciary Act of 1789 empowering federal
courts "to punish by fine or imprisonment, at the
discretion of said courts, all contempts of authority in
any case or hearing before the same ...
" was the
earliest
Congressional
legislation concerning
the
contempt power-leaving to the common law what acts
constituted such contempt. In response to abuse of the
power, culminating in the unsuccessful impeachment
proceeding against a federal judge for his summary
(See CONTEMPT p, 7)
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Grape Boycott:
Past and Future
by Peter Langley
Editor's
Note:
This article
came from an interview with
Rev. Gene Boutilier
of the
United
Church
of Christ,
Washington
lobbyist
of
the
United Farm Worker Organizing
Committee
and one of the
increasing clergymen activists.

Representatives from various law school groups appeared before the Student Bar Association on
September 29 to argue for their budget requests. Over $37,000 was requested but the SBA has only
$10,340 to allocate. See story on page three.
'

This past summer the UFWOC
signed contracts with over 90%
"of the California table grape
owners. The union is the first
recognized bargaining agent for
the thousands
of migratory
workers,
largely
of
Mexican-American and Filipino
descent, who till the fields and
harvest
the grapes of the
growers. This climaxed the now
famous Delano Grape Strike

New Public Interest Firms
There has come of age a new
generation of law students and recent
graduates more conscious of the
urgency of social reform than any
past generation of lawyers. Deeply
aware of
the legal profession's
inadequate commitment of time and
resources to the solution of social
,problems, many have decided to
become full time advocates for the
unrepresented poor people, racial
minorities, unorganized consumers.

Edgar Cahn
A student note soon to be published in
the' Yale Law Journal defines public
interest lawyers as those who represent the
poor, political and cultural dissidents and
unrepresented
common
interests,
like
consumer and environmental protection. It
embraces areas as diverse as poverty law,
conservation,
radical
politics
and
campaigns for corporate responsibility. It
includes old civil liberties attorneys and
new political lawyers.
This type of law holds great attraction
for today's law student. In 1969 there were
1200 applicants for 250 Reginald Heber
Smith Fellowships. There were even more
applicants for the few VISTA legal jobs
available. Despite the fact that many
students may have been seek ing draft
deferments, there are still great numbers of
law graduates who would choose public
interest law over conventional practice.

This conclusion is supported by the
decrease in the number of Michigan,
Harvard and Virginia graduates-to
name
three
schools
that have published
statistics-that
go into Wall Street type
practice. Firms have raised starting salaries,
set up pro bono ghetto subsidiaries and
permitted associates to spend up to 15% of
their billable time on pro bono work. Still
the flow of new lawyers is away from
traditional corporate practice.
The reasons for this trend are not
difficult to perceive. An increasing number
of graduates have realized that a small
measure of pro bono work and $15,000 a
year are not sufficient compensation for 40
hours a week of corporate practice. Young
lawyers who vote and talk liberal have had
difficulty reconciling their manipulations
on behalf of corporate giants with their
deepest beliefs. They realize that firms
which encourage pro bono ghetto work
would quickly reverse their policy if their
young associates launched class actions
against corporate polluters or sued banks
who refused to make loans to minority
entrepreneurs
or chemical companies
whose pesticides infect ghetto residents in
far
higher
proportions
than white
suburbanites.
Pro bono work which can alleviate an
individual's
immediate
problems
with
landlord, traffic court or runaway spouse is
encouraged. Considerations of time, ethics

and the firms' certain disapproval prevent
pro bono lawyers from getting at the root
causes of many of these problems. Partners
who would not sit by idly while their
associates sued the corporate cI ients who
supply the bulk of their income.
Unfortunately, there are few alternatives
open to the attorney who rejects major
firm practice in favor of full time public
interest work. Aside from government or
legal aid work, there are few private firms
practicing public interest law on a full time
basis. For every 20 graduates interested in
public interest law, only one position is
available. The ones that do exist frequently
demand a greater financial sacrifice than
many are able or willing to make. Thus, .
despite the interest in public advocacy and
the rejection of corporate practice, there
are still many corporate attorneys and few
public interest lawyers.
The explanation for" this situation is
simple. Public interest lawyers cannot
support themselves. There simply is not
enough money available at this time to
finance more than a few private lawyers for
the unrepresented
in each major city.
Public interest firms' clients, by definition,
are unable to pay for their services.
Foundations are unwilling to support firms
that are not tax exempt. For corporations
(See FIRMS p. 3)

which began in September of
1965.
The origins of the strike go
back
to
1959
when the
AFL-CIO organizing committee
called
the
National
Farm
Workers
Association
began
attempting
to organize the
California farm workers.
In
1962, a young farm worker
named Cesar Chavez brought his
wife and eleven children to
Delano, California and began to
organize workers in the local
area through an organization
known
as the Agricultural
Workers Organizing Committee.
Unsuccessful efforts by either of
the
two
groups
to gain
recognition
~s the workers'
bargaining agent culminated in a
strike of about two thousand
workers in the Delano valley.
The two groups later merged
into the United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee of the
AFL-CIO.
At the beginning of the strike
the groups met in a local
Catholic church and voted to
take
religious
vows
of
non-violence
for the strike.
Non-violence was the philosophy
of their leader, Cesar Chavez. He
believed that non-violence was
the strongest weapon that the
workers "had in their struggle to
gain effective representation.
By the summer of 1967 the
strike was spreading to other
growers around the state. One of
the growers struck was the
Guimarra
Corporation-the
largest table grape grower in the
world. Its holdings included
12,00 acres spread over two
counties, oil wells, and many
stocks. The company's gross
income in 1968 was $14 million,
yet the Federal subsidy program
added another quarter of "a
million dollars to that income.
The company still benefits from
a federally subsidized irrigation
system that was meant to help
small farmers.
In response to the strike
Guimarra tried to organize the
industry and was successful in
getting other growers to market
Guimarra grapes under their
table, The only way the union
(See CHAVEZ p, 6)
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Aiding Man
by James Spensley
Our view of nature is largely a matter
of changing intellectual and literary
fashion .'. . . from now on, it is
claimed,
the 'organization of life
cannot happen; it must be controlled,
however intricate the task ... "
This was the observation of Alan Watts in his book
Nature, Man and Woman, written more than twelve
years ago, as he described the perspective by which the
developers of Western Culture· have viewed man's
relationship to his environment. A perspective that has
nurtured
the demise and eventual extinction of our
balanced-life-system. A perspective that has ignored a
world in which all events seem to be mutually
interdependent in an immense complexity of subtly
balanced relationships. A perspective that views man
divorced from this endless knot that has no loose end
from which he can be untangled and put in supposed
command.
The problems of our environment have been written
about, talked about, pictured, and modeled with the
assumption that they are the natural and tolerable
bv-products of an advancing technology which will
eventually resolve those undesirable side-effects. The
emphasis has traditionally been placed upon these
"transient effects" which must be accepted at the price
of better everything. However, in the past few months,
scientists, educators, and even government officials
have admitted that this appeal has been false. Our
country, and indeed the world, is suffering from
natural resource malnutrition. Yet despite the fact that
we represent roughly 6% of the world's population and
are using 60% of the non-renewable resources of the
world, there are still leaders and politicians who clamor
for more expansive and exploitive use of resources to
meet the needs of our G.N.P. It is time we realized that
the results of our deteriorating environment are not
caused by misintended or fortuitous by-products but
are the result of man's lack of an "ecological ethic."
. The natural question then is, what .rneans are
available to educate the unwilling pupils of exploitive
tendencies about the existence of this ecological ethic?
One answer with resourceful potential is the law.
Environmental law-a term used to describe the
attempts of lawyers to find tolerable solutions to
unequitable situations through the use of equitable
principles-has been expanding and prospering from its
fruitful supply of subject material. It has recognized
that the "essence of the conflict" at the root of most
environ.mental predicaments is not defined in terms of
man versus nature, but rather in more realistic terms of
man versus man. To quote Bernard. S. Cohen,
environmental
attorney for concerned citizens in
Alexandria, Virginia:
Once we concede to define the
instances of environmental abuse in
.conflicts of man with the birds and
fish-the birds and fish will always
lose.
It is the task of environmental lawyers and law
students to define the legal conflicts of priority in this
light. Once we understand the meaning of ecology and
interdependence, we will realize that the developer
.who fills in an estuary or pours concrete over clear-cut
forest areas is not only abusing nature, but more
importantly his neighbor as well. Cohen would make
the analogy another way:
Just as the canary in the coal mine dies of
suffocation and warns the miners to evacuate,
so is man warned as particular species begin to
reach their extinction from our neglect of an
ecological ethic. Man is only another link in
that chain of dependence.
The National Law Center's Environmental Law
Society-G.A.S.P.has undertaken
the task of
providing the law Students with an opportunity to
work with lawyers who are currently researching,
writing, and. preparing new cases in environmental law.
G.A.S.P.'s program is divided into two major areas of
activity: a placement program and an active Society
program.
.
The Placement program is designed to facilitate
.contacts between law students and lawyers who need
part-time help researching environmental law for
articles, cases on trial, and legislative proposals. The
following is a list of requests that have been made to us
for such help:
I. Environmental
phone 659-8037

Law

Reporter

(Volunteers) :

The Environmental Law Reporter will be publishing its.
first edition of a looseleaf service around, the first of
November. The Reporter will contain all the current'
environmental cases with an analysis of thelrimpact in

,

S

Fight For Survival

Clean. Air

We have expanded our own program from last year
to include several other areas of activity. They include
the potential litigation with the rendering plant in
Georgetown, the study of a land use controversy in
Greenbelt, Maryland, for the Save Our Community
Committee, and a proposal for a national placement
survey of environmental job opportunities financed by
the Law School Services fund of ABA. Several channels
are still open for Society members to investigate other
grants for research in the field of population control.
G.A.S.P. has also been making some preliminary
plans with the Environmental
Law Institute to
co-sponsor a two-day Environmental Law Seminar. The
seminar would be designed for law students, lawyers,
professors, judges, and other. interested persons in
environmental litigation in the metro-Washington area.
Further details will be made available in the coming
weeks.

The placement program encourages students to contact
these people to make whatever arrangements are
satisfactory. This area of our activities acts as a
communication.facilitator.
The second major area of G.A.S.P. is devoted to
developing and pursuing a program of its own
environmental
litigation. As many of you know,
G.A.S.P. is continuing to pursue its action against
Metropolitan Washington Area Transit Commission to
some satisfactory solution.

Finally, the Society is gathering together through
various
SUbscriptions environmental
information
concerning
local and national problems. These
Environmental law materials will be available to all
Society members for use.
G.A.S.P. would like to encourage all students with
an interest in environmental law to become involved in
the Society's
program.
Our office is in the
Harlan-Brewer House, 714 21st. sr., N.W., in Room
No.8. If you cannot stop by, call us at 676-7561 01
7562.

some cases as well as the edition of environmental
papers authored by well-known lawyers practicing in
. the field.
II. Conservation Foundation
(Volunteers):
phone
265-8882
III. National Wildlife Federation
232·8004

(Volunteers)

phone

IV. Cohen, Hirschkop, Hall and Jackson (Volunteers)
phone 836-5550
V. Environmental
833-1485

Defense Fund (Volunteers)

phone

VI. The Public Interest Research Group (Volunteers)
phone 833·9704
VII. Metro Washington Coalition
(Volunteers) phone: 234-7100

for

,
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f1~ the 1970-1971
year. The Women's Rights
t:: Committee was organized in response to problems
faced by women in the law school, the law firm,
i!I and the "real world." ··It is an affiliate of the
National Conference of Law Women, established
last spring after a conference at N.Y.U. of women
law students. The NClW has representatives at law
:::::: schools
throughout
the nation,
from the
Iii OUfnMivear"nSiet.y
of Southern California to the University
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Foremost in everyone's mind at the Law Center
:iI were problems faced by women within the law
:f: school. Although
G.W. does not boast a
It: tremendous number of female law students, they
pretend pride in the ones that they do have, and
fii equal. treatment for all. This optimism is not
shared by all of the women.

~t:
:t:
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DBSERVA TIONS ~

Ii:
The most obvious and most universal complaint
:::::: is treatment by professors in classes. The dirty
t:: joke syndrome - especially prevalent in criminal
law chla~ses- seems to be the hmost po~~lar way t~
emp asrze to women t hat t ey are In a man s
world."
Most women feel that they must either suffer in
silence or be classified as a prude. This dilemma,
however, is wholly unnecessary. Professors are
presumed
to. possess
better-than-average
intelligence; they can hardly claim ignorance of
the fact that their obscenities are by their very
nature degrading and humiliating to women. One
might ask why women are the special. subject of
lewdness. Not once in a long exposure to crude
humor have I heard a joke about the sexual tools,
propensities, or inadequacies of men.
Those professors who are "above" crudity need
not relinquish their opportunity to put women in
their place. They employ the most popular and the
most trite "aside" in the law school - the sarcastic
reference to Women's Liberation. For some reason
this phrase is guaranteed to send any male into
uproarious laughter and professors, at least those
in predominantly male classes (99%) - do not
hesitate to capitalize on this asset.
These, of course, are only the most obvious
examples. The point is that women in almost everyone
class are the subjects of outrageous slanders which
would be wholly unacceptable if bestowed upon
any other minority group. The Women's Rights
Committee is considering remedies to these lnsults,
including appeals to Dean Kramer.
A second area of concern is the question of why
there are so few women in the law school.
Although George Washington takes great pride in
its "progressivism" in such areas as its curriculum
J.:.!.:.l.:

.

apparently organized by Dean Kirkpatrick three if! .
years ago, includes 10 students, none of whom are
women.
That committee
has expressed its ~it
reluctance to divert any of its resources away from
the recruitment of blacks (one can only hope that it
this includes black women). Dean Kirkpatrick, t~\
head of recruitment, has stated that it is not the fii
policy of the law school to make a special effort to f::
recruit women.
I!i
To alleviate this problem, the Women's Rights ::t
Committee plans to recruit this fall at Women's :f~
Colleges, and at universities where no special t%
appeal is made to women. The Committee it:
requested money for this purpose from the :@
Student Bar Association; SBA Js still "considering ':':':
the proposal." The Committee also will launch an
extensive investigation into the admissions policies
of the law school. (While Dean Kirkpatrick, Dean
Potts and others on the admissions committee
have stated that they do not discriminate in
admissions, doubts remain).
Why does the enrollment of women not rise
above the 8·10% level? Does the school allow
women to displace men coming out of the
military? Why are there at least five instances in
the past year where a female applicant rejected by
the National Law Center has been accepted by
Georgetown (and that's just within my personal
knowledge). The school has thus far refused us
access to the files on the grounds that they are
"confidential,"
though other law schools have
solved that problem by deleting the names of
applicants from the records.
. Finally, there is considerable evidence that the
law school Placement Office has been cooperating
with, and thereby .endorsing, the well-known
discrimination
against women by the legal
profession. Despite the fact that women at G.W.
have generally ranked at the top of the class, many
firms apparently continue to discriminate against
women. Yet the Placement Office continues to
allow them to use their facilities. One male student
directed to the files in the Placement Office
overheard a female law student arriving shortly
thereafter being directed to typing jobs. And no
should miss the special treat of the part-time
job opportunities posted on the first floor of the
law school, including 2 jobs answering telephones
and doing clerical work, ideal for female law·:I
students and law wives!!! The Placement policies it:
will be discussed more fully in other Advocate Ii:
articles; suffice it to say that such practices are ~it
ironic for a school that has pledged that it will not mm
tolerate discrimination of the basis of sex, race, i:I
religion, or national origin.
mm
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Law School Reform
by Ralph Nader
In all the discussion recently at law schools about grading
and curricular reform and student participation in faculty and
administration decisions, it appears that one highly significant
proposal could be adopted forthwith.
I refer to the
establishment of a year-long course given by students for the
benefit of the faculty.
The case for such a course is compelling and the mechanics
of conducting it fairly simple. Students have a great deal to
convey to the faculty--their legal experience in clinical work, a
greater sense of the urgencies of the times that are straining
the legal systems and their considered critiques of formal
course work that makes up the law school's teaching pattern.
There is substantial evidence that many professors are
developing a keen appreciation that law students have much to
teach as well as to learn. This recognition is bound to increase
as law students, organized in investigating teams, begin
producing first-rate empirical studies of legal institutions. But
even for those members of the faculty who resist the obvious,
a student 'course fo the faculty can be justified as a steady
feedback process that is bound to enrich the professor's
response to his classes.
Once the principle of a student course is accepted, the
mechanics could be worked out to maximize participation and
efficiency. Law schools have always been good atmechanics.
By way of suggestion, a steering committee of students,
chosen by their peers, could organize the course content,
decide whether to inflict an "eye for an eye'; and adopt the
Socratic method or develop another less time-consuming
procedure, determine the kinds of demonstrative evidence to
be utilized, the field trips to be taken and the spinoff benefits
to be conveyed to other law schools and in journals of legal
education. I am sure that many exciting innovations and
benefits can be derived once such a course is adopted.
What the faculty may be realizing is that the breakdown in
the last few years of its presumed or actual arrogance toward
the students--whether
ingrained or merely a teaching
technique--is a wonderful experience. The rewards reaped are
increasing displays of foresight--a quality of which the law
schools in the past could rarely be accused-and a greater
infusion of empirical and normative content in course and
extracurricular work.
Some ground rules for such a course would obtain near
unanimous support. There should be no grading and no
compulsory attendance.
The newspaper would welcome
reactions and suggestions relating to such a proposal. Let us
hear them.

·Student Faculty Inputs
by Tim Cook
As of this writing, the SFC
make-up reflects last spring's
elections. The second year class
has four representatives: Richard
Heideman; Tom Acey; Chris
Berg; and Tim Cook. The third
year class has one representative:
Tom Blair. There were no other
candidates on last spring's ballot
from that class, so in order to fill
the facancies, the SFC will hold
a special election for two 3rd
year reps at the same times the
first year students elect their
reps; elections .witl be October
20th and petitions
are due
October 16th at 3:00P.M. (at
Harlan-Brewer House). Pick up
petitions
in the information
office - 1st floor - Stockton Hall.
The faculty members of the
Committee are Dean Kirkpatrick
and Prof. Weston, both of whom
have served since the SFC's
inception, and Profs. Rothschild
and
Robinson,
who were
appointed to fill vacancies last
year.
Now then, what does the SFC
do -- and how -- and why?ln .
proposing the SFC to the
Faculty during a meeting on
Sept. 29th, 1967, Dean Kramer
told them that "the committee
could look into any topics it
wished
and
make
any
recommendations as it saw fit."
The proposal. was unanimously
carried.
A more illustrative answer is
to note some of the SFC's
accomplishments. The SFC has

THE STERN COMMUNITY LAW FIRM does entirely pro bono work.
Although some large firms have allowed their associates to spend up to 15% of their billable time on
pro bono work, "an increasing number of graduates have realized that a small measure of pro bono work
and $15,000 a year are not sufficient compensation for 40 hours a week of corporate practice."

FIRMS, from p.l

New Concept of Interest
to support these firms would be to act against
their own best interests. Few philanthropists can
absorb ·the considerable expense of maintaining.
such a firm.
Law students who recognize this problem and
want to do public interest work can notsit back
and wait for job offers to roll in. They must
aggressively create the firms who eventually will
hire them. They must seek funding in new areas
and from new sources. New concepts of practice
have to be explored to fit today's situation. No
one can do this except. the lawyer or future
lawyer desiring to establish and work for a public
interest firm.
Possible funding sources do exist. Unions have
enormous treasuries and their members and
families are all consumers and are all affected by
pollution. The Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union, for example, could support a firm
whose chief mission was to attack large petro-chemical . companies, whose wastes pollute
Buffalo, Newark and Baton Rouge. The Steel
Workers; United Mine Workers, Auto Workers,
etc. could alt support similar firms. All of these
firms could engage in consumer protection work
as well.
College registration now totals 7.8 milli~n
students in 2,200 colleges and universities. They
- pay activity fees totaling at least $185 million! A
small contribution of $3 or $4 out of each
student's fee could support firms in every major
city and state capital. These firms, in addition to
working for the rights of the poor and the
oppressed could exert a powerful influence on

been responsible for the change
from LLB to JD degrees at the
Law
Center;
securing two
student votes on the Curriculum
Committee; the use of a curve
on grading of required courses in
order to balance the "hard and
easy" professor; the student
participation in class and course
scheduling; obtaining permission
to seek six hours of credit
On Tuesday, September 29
towards a J.D: for courses taken
in other graduate schools at the Student Bar Association held
G.W.; securing three hours of its first substantive meeting of
the year,' The following are the
pass/fail credit at the student's
option; student evaluation of officers who were in attendance:
faculty
performance
and
President
David Bantleon
Jim Coleman
publication of the results; this Day Vice Pres
Don Haid
year's orientation dinner for the Evening Vice Pres......•.
Treasurer .....•.....
John Cleland
1st year students; and the 3rd Year Rep
Rod Borwick·
refreshments
in the student
3rd Year Rep
Channing Hartelius
Brad Berger
10unge:As of right now, the SFC 2nd Year Rep
2nd Year Rep.
Adalaide Miller
is the closest thing the students
Charlie Price
have to a foot in the policy door 2nd Year Rep.
2nd Year Rep
Eric Rosen
at the law school. The intention
The
main
item
on
the
agenda
of the student .members is to
was the allocation of SBA funds
r a ise the vital lssues-qrade
the
various
student
reform,
more and improved to
organizations
which
are
under
clinical courses, and student
the
auspices
of
the
Association.
voice on tenure and policy in a .
These
include almost
every
firm but reasoned manner.
So, if the SFC and its group at the Law Center. (The
functions appeal to you as a Law Review and the Journal of
and
Economic
means to communicate and solve Law
Development
are
not funded
problems,
participation
is
the
Student
Bar
invited. If you are a 1st year from
student,
get to know your Association).
classmates, both in and out of
At present the SBA has
your section. NOW. Elections $10,340 which can be allocated.
are coming on October 20th. According
to Student
Bar
Know who the candidates are President
Bantleon
this
and what they stand for. Ask represents but a third of the
questions. Offer suggestions.
total amount received by the

behalf of students. The University of Oregon
student government has retained a firm that does
lobbying and legislative work on behalf of the
Associated Students of Oregon University.
Plaintiff anti-trust suits that have the potential
for generating large fees might be a possible
funding source. The firm that represented a
number of states and cities in the recent
price-fixing suit against Charles Pfizer Co. (which
was settled for $120 million) stands to receive at
least $4 or $5 million fee. Other types of useful
contingent fee cases can be brought. A growing
number of actions also award attorney's fees.
Corporate lawyers themselves can help support
public interest firms. $500 from half of the
associates of major corporate firms would fund a
public interest firm in Washington, New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Dallas and Los Angeles.
Many associates of major firms are greatly
concerned about their roles and the type of work
'they are forced to do. Even if they are unable to
make a personal contribution, a fraction of their
$15,000·to $25,000 salaries could help to right
the balance that currently gives overwhelming
weight to corporate interests at the public's
expense.
Numerous other possibilities exist. Tax, ethical
and practical considerations
remain to be
explored. Anyone of these topics would make
an excellent senior note or law review research
project. Students who hope to practice law in the
public interest must take the initiative now and
begin to work in whatever ways they can to
establish new public interest firms.

Free Spenders Swamp SBA Meeting
Law Center in student fees. The
student fee that is paid at
registration
also
provides
approximately
$3,600 for the
publication of The Journal of
Law
and
Economic
Development, $7,000 for the
Law
Center's
orientation,'
commencement
and senior
cocktail party programs, and
$11,000 for the distribution of
printed
classroom
handout
material.
(This allocation of
student
funds is by faculty
resolution) .
The first matter of business
was the
consideration
of
Bantleon's appointment of John
Cleland as Treasurer. The SBA
Constitution provides that the
president
may appoint
such
officers only with the approval
of the
assembly.
Cleland's
appointment
was approved
unanimously. After closing the
meeting
temporarily
the
assembly voted to open it to all
interested parties but appointed
3rd
Year
Representative
Borwick as a Sargeant-at-Arms
to maintain order. The meeting
then evolved into hearings in

which representatives from each
organization testified as to their
financial needs for the coming
academic year. The following
groups
submitted
budget
requests:
ORGANIZATION

REQUEST

ADVOCATE
$5600
Black Law Student's Assoc. . .. 1800
Fed. of Legal Action Groups .. 16060
International Law Society
575
Law Stu. Civ. Rights Res. CI. ., .895
Law Wives Association ..•.....
200
Legal Aid Bureau ........•..
2130
National Lawyer's Guild ....•.
1395
Student Patent Law Assoc ...•..
976
Women's Rights Comm ..••....
925
Van Vleck Appel. Case CI. , .•• 1495

As Treasurer Cleland pointed
out the total requests represent
over $37,000 as compared to the
total SBA budget of $10,340.
The hearings lasted until 11
PM at which time the meeting
was
adjourned.
The next
meeting is scheduled for tonight,
Monday,
when consideration
will be given to voting on the
budgets and to the availability of
increased
fu nds. Interested
students are urged to attend.
The SBA needs money and
ideas.
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Editorials ------------

No Gas For Georgetown

The Right to KnowIn this week's letter column there is a letter from Donald Haid who has, and we'
think wisely, specifically written as an individual, rather than as SBA Vice President.
Mr. Haid speaks of many things, one of which is a comment about last weeks column'
on the "Bantleon Letter:' Mr. Haid says that the letter was "stolen," and he accuses
the ADVOCATE of unethical conduct.
A letter which seeks to represent student opinion (which was the purpose of
Bantleon's letter) is not confidential. When people's opinions are represented, it,
makes sense that those people have the right to know those opinions. No one should
seek to represent others without first attempting to find out who and what he is
representing.
As to the issue of the "theft," the ADVOCATE did not steal the letter. It was
given to us by a source who will remain anonymous. All newspapers function on
their ability to get inside information. We are not a court of law, we are a newspaper.
Ours is not the responsibility to judge our sources. Once having established the
validity of the letter, we felt that an informed public was the priority, for that is the
true function of a newspaper.

Report to Claudius (or)
Something's Roffen Somewhere
by Philip H. Rus.h

unseemly trappings. I speak with
Richard's lips when I pronounce
thee nought but beastial.
HAMLET: Would Richard
make war with his friend
Denmark? We did face peril
together before.
CHAR LES: Nay, 'tis not war
that
I bring--but
righteous
condemnation, for the common
body of my countrymen do
pronounce thee pagan and filled
with base and vile pleasures.
CLAUDIUS:
(Aside: Now
hath Hamlet infected Richard's
mind with tales of Gertrude and
myself.
Nevermore
to
Whittenburg. He shall be exiled
to Kansas.) Speak and make
thyself
plain. The voice and
A t the Royal Court of utterance of thy tongue doth
Claudius, King of Denmark.
grieve Us for We know not what
MESSENGER: Majesty, the prods thine anger.
emissary from Richard hath
CHARLES: Thou art a nation
arrived. His countenance doth of beasts. Thou hast no laws
storm with righteousness.
censuring the vile words of thy
CLAUDIUS: Indeed. He is countrymen. Nay, these licenses
welcome in Our presence, tho do span the sea to corrupt the
we would he might bring good minds of Richard's counsel that
tidings. We have been hosts to they would follow Denmark.
many of his countrymen. Bring Even II As I bowed low in Thy
him to Us at once. (Aside: Tho Court, mine eyes hath seen far
Richard's subjects doth seem to too high up the robes of Thy
me passing strange, for they
Queen. Fie upon't. Fie.
seem
most
interested
in
HAMLET: But surely thou art
Denmark's books and not our aware that we bow no more in
fair lands and cities. Yet 'tis at Denmark?
great trouble that we must print
CHARLES: 'Twas civility and
these
in Richard's tongue.)
nothing
more. I tell thee,
Gertrude, fix thy apparel lest Claudius, without
law Thou
thou unhinge this emissary's jaw. must become a criminal nation.
Th'art
aware of unsettling
CLAUDIUS: (Aside: I must
effects upon Americans. He not offend too greatly. Richness
comes-too late.
doth come from his country to
Enter Charles, emissary of . Ours.) We are a nation of almost
Richard.
five millions, yet there were 26
CLAUDIUS:
Thou
art
murders in Denmark, II in our
welcome
in Denmark. What own capital of 800,000. Thou
fortunes bring thee to our cold might have hit upon't. My brain
clime?
doth fire with grief.
CHAR LES: Waste not polite
HAMLET: And in Richard's
phrases. 'Tis only too well kingdom?
known what thou art with thine
CHARLES: Thine evil hath
(Editor's
Note: Charles H.
Keating, a Cincinnati lawyer,
founder of Citizens for Decent
Literature, and Nixon appointee
of the President's Commission
on Pornography and Obscenity,
dissented from the report of the
Commission. His feelings were
that if censorship laws were
removed,
the
society
will
become one of paganism and
animalism. In a press conference,
he stated that Americans would
become like the Danes, pagans
and animals and given to base
and vile pleasures. The following
is a playlet concerning Danish
reaction to such statements at
the time of Hemlet.}
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Honkies

Both Marion Barry and William Raspberry, two of the more recognized spokesmen
for Black Washingtonians, recently criticized the local police on the disparity of their
tactics in dealing with violence in Georgetown as compared with 14th Street.
At issue was the use of tear gas to quell the disorders on 14th Street, which
resulted in 182 arrests over a three night period as compared with no gas for the
Georgetown disorders which resulted in 340 arrests in one night.
While this is evidence of racism in the Police Department, perhaps the Police are
more the victims of racism than the perpetrators because it is actually those in
control of a community who set its police policy and a large percentage of those in
control of this community live in Georgetown.
Until the training program for the police is vastly improved and until Black
Washingtonians, (comprising 80% of the city's population) get community control of
the police, we can continue to expect disproportionately fewer police assigned to the
inner city as well as police over-reaction to keep the lid on a bad scene there.

Game of Deception

tainted the bosom of columbia.
For there were 349 sou Is
unnaturally released from earth's
bounds.
/
HAMLET: In all of America?
CHAR LES: Nay. In the
Capital. In all there were 14,587.
CLAUDIUS:
'Swounds!
Denmark weeps for Richard's
loss.
CHAR LES: More. I tell Thee.
'Tis not the part of it. 129 in
Birmingham, 71 in Dayton, 100
in Memphis. There must needs
be Law.
CLPUDIUS:(Aside: The wight
doth sear. Mayhaps 'twell sooth
his seething brain to hear of
Claudius'
troubles.
Troubles
doth kindred spirits make.) ~as!
78 maidens were defiled in the
course of one sun. 49 in Our
own capital.
CHARLES:Claudius,
mine
own heart doth rend when I
think of 71 maidens violated in
New Haven, 770 in Philadelphia.
I cannot
go on. (Aside:
Gertrude's skirts have slipped.
Rumors of her easy virtue
slander my ears. I must not stay
in this foul capital tonight--even
in this very palace--near to
Gertrude-- Away thoughts!)
CLAUDIUS: These eyes bleed
hot tears, Charles. These viking
lands, once proud, have seen 28
assaults on lives of dear subjects.
CHARLES:
They
are
uncountable!
42000
in
California, 3200 in Colorado,
7000 in Georgia, 861 in Rhode
Island. (Aside: But Denmark
goes unchastlzed.) Thou lead me
astray, King Claudius. For thy
evil hath filled our fair shores.
"Credit the American public
with enough common sense to
know that one who wallows in
filth is going to get dirty. This is
intuitive knowledge."
HAMLET: 'Twas Pollonius
himself who hath stated over
and over that one who dwells
upon evil often finds it in his
heart.
CHARLES: Well said young
Prince. "What is called for" is a
return to law enforcement which
permits
the
American
to
determine
for himself the
standards of acceptable morality
and
decency
in
his
community ....The law is capable
of coping with the problems of
pornography and obscenity, but
it must be law, coupled with the
logic that an American
is
innately capable of determining
for himself his stnadards of
public decency and, beyond
that, he has a right to make that
determination:'
HAMLET: Could Richard but
hear thee! Tis the stratosphere

by Peter Langley
Advocate

Features Editor

In the last. issue of this newspaper an editorial appeared in
reference to a memorandum written by the President of the
Student Bar Association, David Bantleon, to the Law Alumni
Director, Col. Dougherty. The memorandum,
generally,
expressed the view that the law student strike and cancellation
of classes last May were a
regrettable
experience and
that the faculty of this law school would never again tolerate
this sort of action. Furthermore, the memorandum implied
that the student mood was much more serene this fall and
there would probably not be any further disruptions at the law
school.
The memorandum was attacked as an affront to the student
body on two counts. One, the author was writing as the
President of the Student Bar Association supposedly reflecting
the prevailing student mood, when there was really no attempt
made to ascertain what student views are. Two, the views
expressed did not, in fact, represent the feelings of the student
body.
I concur on both counts.
However, before becoming too preoccupied with any insult
to our own ~sensitivities, I think we should pause to consider
the alumni to whom this memorandum was intended to
misinform. It see.ms to me that they are being duped into
accepting statements that purportedly represent the opinion of
the student when, in fact, they may not at all. Although many
of the alumni of this.institution may wish to believe that this
memorandum does accurately represent the campus mood, I'm
sure they would be rightfully upset to find that it does not.
On the other hand, it may be in the best interests of this
institution (at least as far as some people are concerned) for
the alumni to believe certain conditions exist at this law
school, which, in reality, may not exist at all. We must
remember that this institution
is dependent on alumni
contributions
to help finance its operations. And happy
alumni are benevolent alumni.
But, before I get too carried away with castigating the law
school establishment, I must admit, in all fairness, that the
radical community is' just as guilty of the same tactic: l.e.,
attempting to convince the public (particularly students) that
anyone or anything connected with the ruling establishment is
inherently immoral.
This is, in fact, not true.
If, by now you're scratching your head and wondering how
we've gotten into this game of deception you might look for
the answer to the people who are running this country. They
are and always have been deeply involved in this game. _The
present Administration has added its own little twist to the
game. They're continually trying to
convince the
public that they want to bring this country back together
again when, in practice, they represent the interests of some
segments of the community quite a bit more vigorously than
those of others. They've even coined their own cliche for their
brand of deception, they call it "benign neglect."
The sad result of this little game of deception that various
groups are playing is that people end up not trusting one
another 'anymore. This leads to other undesirable side effects
such as fear, hate, and repression. When one stops to think
about it, maybe we'd all be alot better off if we'd just try to
be a little more honest with each other. We might even find out
that we can all live in peace and harmony. And that is what we
all really want...isn't it?
of philosophy that men must
have strict law. For without
these laws, how might reasoned
men use God-like reason. Even
Polonius hath said the mind of
the mass must prevail upon all.
CLAUDI US: Prithee, Charles,
stay this one night in Elsinore.
CHARLES: I fear for my
immortal soul in this land of no
law.

GERTRUDE: I do bend my
knee, Charles, and do beg thee
to stay.
CHARLES: Well.... I should
not. But civility ....s,
(Editor's
note: Figures on
U.S. crime came from Uniform
Crime Reports, 1969. Figures on
Danish
crime
(1968)
were
furnished through the courtesy
of the Danish Embassy.)
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Perfection
saw in me. They only announced
that
Wisconsin Avenue was
closed, and sure the kid directly
in front of me was clubbed and
gashed across his face, but after
all we look subversive. But what
happened to William H. Adams?
by Gene Mechanic
Mr. Adams
is a very
Advocate Staff Writer
looking
My first reaction was that I distinguished
was in the process of experien- middle-aged man. On that night
cinga clinical law program more he had dinner with his wife and
educational
than most law seventy-five-year-old in laws. He
school courses. I was arrested in returned his in-laws to their
Georgetown on Friday evening, hotel off Wisconsin. Perhaps his
October 2, along with approxim- nicely tapered sports-jacket and
ately three hundred and forty decorative tie tipped off the
that
he was
an
others. The charge was "failure police
to move on", a disorderly con- administrator at the National
duct
misdemeanor,
but the Art Gallery. Maybe art is now
nonseriousness of the alleged considered to be subversive. As I
crime seems irrelevant. What my was observing from a police bus,
mind does illuminate is the Mr. Adams walked out of the
frustration I feel when I flash hotel door and was immediately
back to that night and I see grabbed by two cops who, to
innocent people walking down a make certain that he did not
public street in 'an American attempt anything funny, held
city, being clubbed and dragged him quite tightly and literally
pushed him into the awaiting
into police wagons.
Certainly
there was some bus. He was in shock, to say the
provocation for the police to act least, as I'm sure his wife was
in some way. Individuals were when she called the police three
breaking
windows, but the hours later to discover that he
damage and the number who was in cell number nine. Remain
participated was minute. As a content - "Silent Majority."
Perhaps I should never have
member of legal aid I have seen
I had
confrontations
all over
this gone to Georgetown.
city. I have seen individuals planned on meeting .friends
endangering others in such a way there, but J realized that the
.that the police reaction seemed "Block party" would lead to
logical. Yet, as demonstrated by trouble. But as both a law
the Watergate demonstration on student, and more importantly a
TDA, they do not react to every human being I have never been
action, as the physics formula able to seclude myself in a
protective shell. One must see
dictates, but too often overreact.
conditions
which are
In their eyes all the people the
detrimental to a 'free society
become one stoneLthrowinq
before
he can attempt
to
long-haired hippie communist.
The strongest civilian, force in ameliorate them. The police
our nation must truly fear screams of "let's get all these
people-someone in the line of kids" are rarely espoused in The
Washington Post. I have yet to
William H. Adams.
read about the police cadet,
His story is more important
than mine. I have long hair and a walking megalomanically up and
beard - believe it or not I also down the cell block in Central
love to play several sports - and Lock-up, who laughed at a
although I had never stepped young man in pain due to his
onto Wisconsin Avenue, and at need for medicine following a
operation
seven
the time of my arrest was hemorrhoids
walking, not running, away from days before. The cadet will not
be' in cell block duty much
Wisconsin
down Dumbarton
Street, I can understand our law longer, he will be on the streets
enforcement
agency's ignorant where he can laugh even more.
(See MECHANIC p. 8)
fear of what they believed they

Standards
I write this letter as an
individual law student rather
than
in my capacity
as
Vice-Presidentof the Student Bar
Association. It is hoped that my
credentials
as a law school
activist will not be challenged,
but I would want to express
these views for the consideration
of my fellow students even if my
personal involvement was less
than it is.
Any reasonable student in the
law school may - and probably
has - seen some or all of the
following departures from the
sort
of moral and ethical
standards that should certainly
be expected of aspiring lawyers.
The Strike
Some of us were very proud
of the roles that we played last
spring in keeping the law school
open, while at the same time
making it possible for those who
wanted
to engage in some
constructive
activity
in

of the System

It is time for the discussion of the grading
system at this law school to begin again. Last
year, we heard much about a totally new system,
but nothing has changed. So, although it would
be nice if we could center our discussion on a
pass-fail system, last year's experience makes
such a discussion appear premature. A more
modest proposal, at least for the time being,
seems proper.
It shocks many at this law school that we do
not have a system of anonymous grading. It
seems that if we are going to continue to give
numerical grades, the least we can do is to insure
that the grade is given anonymously.
It is
unbelievable that the grading system allows the
possibility that an individual may receive a grade
not for his performance on an exam but for his
political philosophy or for his insolence in class.
This possibility should not exist. The solution is
simple.
Anonymous grading is practiced at many
schools, among them Tulane University Law
'School in New Orleans. At Tulane, one week
before the exam period, all students pick up a
perforated card in the Dean's office. Each half of
the card has a number on it. One half is kept by
the student, the other half is kept in the Dean's
office. All exams are signed with this number.
The instructor hands in a grade according to this

number. He also hands in a list of peoples' names
in his class with either a one or two point
addition or subtraction next to the appropriate
names. He is given this leeway for excessive
absences or unusual participation in class. The
Dean's office then transcribes the graded
numbers to the appropriate transcripts making
additions or subtractions of up to two points
according to the list of names. It is done.
The professor at no time knows whose paper
he is correcting, yet, where he deems proper, he
can affect the individual's grade up to two
points. The concern is not with the integrity of
the faculty but with the perfection of the
system.

law Review Note
The April 1970 edition of the Yale Law
Journal contains a student note describing the
number, type, scope, philosophies and goals of
most of the major public interest law firms in the
United States. It is essential reading for anyone
interested in the current status of public interest
law in America.

Contempt of What?
by Jim Krugman
The
And
The
And
The
And
And
The

age demanded that we sing
cut away our tongue
age demanded that we flow
hammered in the bung.
age demanded that we dance
jammed us into iron pants.
in the end the age was handed
sort of shit that it demanded.
Ernest Hemingway (19251

Perhaps the greatest problem
facing today's trial lawyer is the
presentation
of a vigorous
defense. With the ease of slicing
butter, members of the judiciary
are seeing fit to cite and
sentence members of the bar for
what the judge considers to be
contemptuous
conduct in the
courtroom. Much of what has
been recently written on the
subject has concerned itself with
what contempt is. To change the
perspective, let us examine what
is treated contemptuously.
To begin with, we must start
from the basic premise that
judges are human beings. The

opposition to the war to do so. ill-advised. Yet nowhere was it
We were successful in proving to revealed that a copy of the
memorandum had been stolen
the faculty and administration
of the law school that elected from Bantleon's desk in his
representatives
of the law office in Harlan-Brewer House.
Without
endorsement
or
students could participate, in a
criticism
of
what
Bantleon
meaningful fashion, in the policy
wrote, it would seem that the
decisons of the school.
Almost three quarters of the theft and publication of the
was far more
student body elected not to memorandum
write one or more of their reprehensible than anything that
exam inations,
accepting
the Bantleonhad to say.
Lockers
administrative pass instead. Yet
One of the less glamorous
the most generous estimates
revealed that no more than 100 chores that I have been assigned
students (out of. more than 15001 has involved the issuance of
actually engaged in any sort of book lockers to the students.
Since there are only 320 lockers,
constructive anti-war activity.
they were all rented in the first
Bantleon's Memo
This year's first issue of The few days of school. There was
Advocate
published
a ample publication of the time,
memorandum
which David 'place, and procedure for renting
Bantleon had written to the the lockers. Yet more than a
students
felt
no
Executive Director of the Law dozen
in usurping
School Alumni Association. The compunction
paper expressed some views lockers, with neither payment
by the simple
wh ich the editors of The nor consent,
Advocate
regarded
as practice of putting a padlock on
controversial, intemperate, and the locker of their choice.

mantle of the black robe does
not change this, the judgements
still depend upon the size of the
chancellor's foot. While it is true
that if the system of courts is to
survive, those who judge must be
afforded some respect, it may
not be out of line to ask how
much respect is involved.

of their own "color." One judge
told five people brought before
him that if they did not like
their community , they should
leave it. Listening, I thought he
was right. After, all if you don't
like Fourteenth Street, you can
always move to Fairfax County
or Silver Spring. That's what the
Judge had done.
But wait, surely I don't
It would be too easy to pick
the destruction
of
on Julius the Just. Let's take a condone
look at some local members of property or rioting. Ah, those
the judiciary. Last week, those appearing before the judge were
arrested in Georgetown during not charged with anything more
the YIPPIEl Festival of Life, and than failure to move on. All had
proof that they had stepped out
those arrested on Fourteenth
Street came to trial before the of a bar on Euclid Avenue and
Judges of D.C. General Sessions. been arrested immediately. The
The supposedly impartial judges same judge, when later holding a
took to-Iecturinq those arrested pre-trial hearing on a felony,
on Fourteenth Street about the asked the accused what he did
need for a "community spirit," a for a living.
"What do you mean," asked
need for respect for property,
and lastly, how the accused the accused.
'" mean, what do you do
should
not
destroy
those
businesses run by those people besides what you are charged
with."
America is in the midst of a
growing schism between Blacks
and Whites, Young and Old. The
- It is interesting to note. two institution,
fearful for their
aspects of this unconscionable
security are getting more and
conduct. None of the usurpers more
defensive about their
chose to take umbrage at the willingness to change. They have
preemptory
removal of their moved away from the principles
padlock; indeed, some have yet upon
which
they
were
to reclaim their belongings from established. Those who are to be
the
administration
office. respected must earn that respect
Perhaps more disturbing' is the by their words and deeds. It
timidity of those students whose should not be qiven just because
rented
lockers
have been a man happens to put on a robe
usurped, yet have been reluctant
and sit on the bench. Contempt
to come forward and report the involves showing disrespect for
matter.
something that deserves respect.
Student Conduct
In modern America, as the
Student conduct in classes Courts move towards a law and
seems to me to be a long way order stance and away from
from what it should be. The justice and the rights of men, all
noisy
latecomer
who feels attorneys
should begin to
compelled to claim his seat in re-examine our judiciary and
the center of the row farthest
determine whether it is deserving
from the door is a familar of our respect or contempt.
disturbance in our classes. But I
have recently noticed students
GET OFF YOUR
APATHY
who get up and leave five,
minutes before the class has
Give to the
ended. I will not insult anyone's
United Givers
(See HAlO p, 6)
Fund
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CHAVEZ, from p.l

HAl D from p. 5
intelligence by suggesting any of
the several alternatives to such
conduct. But I would point out
that such distracting conduct
seldom occurs in a Freedman or
-,
Although uncertain as to the Seidel son class.
And this is the point. It most
number of union members, Rev.
frequently occurs in the classes
Boutilier said that the contracts
of
the more mild-mannered
covered over 40,OOOdifferentjobs
members
of the faculty. I would
(one laborer may be performing'
have some grudging admiration
more than one job). He also
for an ill-mannered student with
pointed out that in the worker
the courage to" cock a snoot at
representation
elections
over
Freedman.
But I have only
90% of those voting have voted
contempt for the student who is
for UFWOC representation.
only brave enough to risk the
As to the future of the union wrath of Mrs. Ferster.
Anyone
who
uses
the
Rev. Boutilier was somewhat
uncertain. He did stress that cafeteria in the Student Center
their goals did riot end with has seen the _student who serves
from the beverage
winning
recognition
as the himself
bargainingagent for .the California dispenser by drinking half a
farm workers. Politically, the glass and then refilling his glass
union supports
the Chicano before going to the cashier.
The theft and vandalism of
cause through organizing voter
library
materials has reached
reg ist ration drives, lobbying
proportions
that the
efforts
in Washington,
and such
growth
of
our
library
has been
various
other
activities
adversely
affected.
And
who can
conducted by its various offices
condone
the
failure
to
reshelve
in major metropolitan areas. The
books after they have been
union also maintains its own
local newspaper and daily radio used?
None of the things that I have
program as well as clinics,
written
about in this letter
community
service centers,
involve moral turpitude or bad
credit unions, and cooperatively
manners of heinous proportions.
run grocery stores. There have
But just as the physician is
also
been
Barrio
type
admonished to heal himself, it
development centers set up in
seems to me that lawyers and
union communities to deal with
water and food supplies, sewage law students should make every
effort to conduct themselves so
and housing.
that neither their morals nor
When
asked
about
any their manners will detract from
affiliations with other activist their professional standing.
Donald Haid
groups Rev. Boutilier said that
the union had none. However,
he stressed that the union
NOTICE
supports
both
the
Black
First
year
students
who
are
Panthers and the Brown Berets
interested in taking part in student
. but disapproves of their violent
government at the Law Center should
tactics. In conclusion, he stated take note that the election for the
that the union -hopes to "buck
representatives for the first year class
the tide" toward violence and will be held on Tuesday, October 20.
separatism by keeping with its Petitions must be picked up at Mrs.
Porter's
office on the first floor.
pol icy of non-violence
and These should be filled out and
continuing to work within the returned to the SBA office by
system to effect social change. Friday, October 16.

Recognition to the UFWOC
-,

(for example,
health
There were some hearings held weak
under
Representative
Frank benefits did not start under the
Thompson's
Special
Labor Teamsters contracts until 2500
hours of work; whereas, the
Subcommittee.
These efforts
contract
benefits
helped bring public attention to -U FWOC
grnp~.
. the IIIoQI"ker.i'
after
50
hours).
plight, but did little started
Guimarra and other growersl to move either Congress or the Moreover, they realized the
began to recruit strikebreakers] Administration
to positive Teamsters offer was merely a
from Mexico to meet the: action.
dodge to keep them from
mounting threat of the bovcott.]
Few national figures paid effective representation. As Rev.
Rev. Boutilier pointed out that' much attention to the grape Boutilier again pointed out, the
this
became
a continuing
workers did not fight this long
boycott. One notable exception
problem
because
the
to have their cause sold out.
was Robert Kennedy. According
Eventually
a jurisdictional
Immigration Service, the Border to
Rev.
Boutilier,
Senator
Patrol
and
the
Justice
Kennedy and Cesar Chavez had a . agreement was worked out with
the Teamsters where it was
Department
all conveniently
very close personal relationship.
agreed that they would represent
looked the other way. He The two broke bread together
the grainers, packing sheds and
furthermore
pointed out that when Cesar ended his personal
the union was not opposed to fast to gain recognition for the over the road truck drivers, and
farm workers. The workers felt the UFWOC would represent the
immigration,
only.
to
commuting-particularly
for the he understood their plight and field workers. The difference in
his work to help them were the group representation tends
purpose of strike-breaking.
"hechos deamor"
(deeds of to
be ethnic
as well as
Despite strong resistance from
occupational. The seasonal field
love).
the growers the union's efforts
workers who are the Chicanos
were successful. The reasons for
and Filipinos are represented by
its success were mainly three
the UFWOC, while the year
according to Rev. Boutilier. One,
round workers who tend to be
the boycott appealed to a wide
anglo are represented by the
base
including
different
Teamsters.
religions, students, and liberals.
Two, the union didn't depend
In the areas where there is
on other people; it has offices in
now union representation wages
200 cities staffed by its own.
have increased over 50%. In
people
doing
nothing
but
1965 the prevailing wage was
implementing
the boycott.
In the summer of 1970 the between $1.20 and' $1.25 per
Three, the workers supported
the strike and their suffering was growers were finally ready to hour plus 10 cents a box. Now
recognition
to the the wages run from $1.75 to
minimal-having
nothing they grant
UFWOC; Presumably "this was $2.25 per hour plus 10 cents for
had nothing to lose.
because they came to realize the R.F.K. Memorial Health
The union neither expected
nor got much support from the that continuing to fight the Plan, and 2 to 4 cents per box
Federal
Government.
Rev. union was costing them more which goes to the economic
Boutilier said that when he came than they had to gain from it. development fund of the union.
to Washington his job was to get However, before giving up the The contracts also include such
things as "show-up time" (a
workers
covered under the growers made one last attempt
National Labor Relations Act. to subvert the union's victory by worker gets paid for being onThis would have required that inviting the teamsters to come in the job although he may have to
to begin
Congress amend the farm worker and sign contracts with them as wait for equipment
I
work), cool water provided by
exemption under. the act. He the workers' bargaining agent.
the employer' in the fields, and
The workers refused Teamster
soon learned that due to the
regular rest periods during each
representation
because
the
slow pace of the legislative
contracts they offered were very working day.
process it was a futile effort.
could combat this type of tactic
was to hit all the growers at
once. So in the fall of 1967 the
union appealed for a nationwide
boycott of all California tablel

-------The
by Richard Kanoff
Advocate Staff Writer

Several new professors and courses
are available for students in the new
academic year at the Law Center. The
Advocate interviewed some of theprofessors about the context of their
courses and what they hoped to cover.

Environmental

law

Professors-------

the student a broad background with
the two semester introductory course,
followed by advanced courses in the
third year in such areas as natural
resources law and resource management,
and a clinical program addressed to
specific problems and areas.
According to Professor Reitze, the
Law Genter is headed toward having one
of the most complete departments in
the environmental law field. Professor
Reitie himself brings to the Law Center
the benefit of his many years of
experience in environmental law. His
general views on the environmental
crises may be found in his article:
Pollution Control: Why Has It Failed?
p. 423 October, 1969, American Bar
Association Journal.

"Washington and since 1958 has been
specializing in natural resources law,
working primarily on behalf of public
agel'lcies. He also served as assistant
general council and chief legal council
for the Public Land Law Review
Commission, an independent
federal
study
commission
which recently
completed and published its findings.
In Trusts and Estates Professor Muys
will stress issue identification and the
development
of a good analytical
approach to problem solving. The basic
format of the course will remain
unchanged from past years and will
include wills, interstate
succession,
trusts and gifts.

Population

population
control area. Does the
government, for example, have the right
to promulgate a population control
program ?The rest of the class will do
research in areas of their own choosing.
J n all aspects
of the course an
inter-disciplinary
approach
is
emphasized
and all phases of the
problem
are
considered:
legal,
sociological, medical and economic. In
line with that philosophy, the course
was not specifically limited to law
students and it also includes graduate
students from other areas.

Control

PROFESSOR MILLER

PROFESSOR REITZE
This course was added to the
currrculurn
as part of a Ford
Foundation grant. It covers a wide range'
of topic
areas including natural,
resources,
waste
production
and
control,
pollution
and pesticide
problems, urban environment and the
life cvcte, There will be no special
emphasis on anyone
area, but rather.
the approach will be to expose the
student Iwith the generai areas of
environmental law, with more in depth.
study provided second semester.
The
overall
scope
of the
environmental law program is to give

Trustkmd Estates
PROFESSOR MUYS
Professor Muys brings to the Law
Center a background as varied as the
course he teaches. After working for the
California Attorney General he came to

This course will examine what
present laws and public policies lead to
greater or fewer numbers of people and
what changes might be made in the law
to effect future change. It will examine
the federal and international policies
which relate to pqpulation isize and
distribution and study the concept of
optimum population.
Approximately half the class will do
research in matters that will help the
Commission of Population Growth and
the
American
Future
currently
compiling information. The main focus
of these students will be a constitutional
study of governmental authority in the

Professor
Miller plans also to
emphasize the role of lawyers in
producing social change. This calls for a
new type of thinking which stresses
what he calls "the instrumental as well
as the interdictory meaning of the law:'
Professor Miller is a member of the
Task Force of Population which was
developed by the Institute of Society,
Ethics and the Life Sciences and he has
written an article on the subject entitle
"Some Observations on the Political
Economy of Population Growth."
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CONTEMPT, from p.l

Court Behavior and Ramifications
potential for abuse. The Court also rejected the notion
that an exception should be made for summary
contempts.
It instead decided to rely on the
. petty/severe distinction raised" in Barnett and Cheff
that petty crimes need not be tried by a jury. In regard
to the present offense, since Illinois did not provide
any maximum punishment for criminal contempt the
Court once again looked to the penalty actually
imposed. Finding the offense serious, the Court
accordingly reversed and remanded for failing to
provide the defendant with a jury trial.

contempt conviction of a lawver.who had published an
article criticizing one of his decisions, Congress passed
the Act of 1831 which confined the exercise of the
summary contempt power to:
[the misbehavior of
any person ... in the presence of the [federal]
courts, or so near thereto as to obstruct the
administration of justice, the misbehavior of any
of the officers of the said courts in their official
transactions, and the disobedience or resistance
by an officer ... party, juror, witness, or any
other person . . . to any lawful writ, process,
order, rule, decree, or command of the said
courts ..
The current federal statute is similar to the 1831 Act
in that it limits the exercise of the summary contempt
power to the same acts.
The contempt citations and sentences imposed by
Judge Hoffman raise the initial question whether the
defendants' conduct during the trial was in fact
contemptuous. Recent decisions of the United States
Supreme Court examining the history of the 1831 Act
indicate that the Act was intended as a "drastic
delimitation by Congress of the broad undefined power
of the inferior federal courts under the Act of 1789,
"Nye v. United States, (313U.S.45) and limits them to
exercising "the least possible power adequate to the
end proposed," In re Michael (326U.S.224).Construing
the present grant of power, the contempts here must
have consisted
of misbehavior obstructing
the
administration of justice or disobedience to the court's
orders. As recently as 1961, the Court, in In re
McConnell, reiterated its position that "before the
drastic procedures' of the summary contempt power
may be invoked to replace the protections otordinary
constitutional
procedures there must be an. actual
obstruction of justice:.
.: The Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit has expressly approved of this
authority, thereby binding the district court in which
Judge Hoffman presides.
i)
In view oftheexpress intention by Congress and the
Supreme. Court to'severely'limit
the exercise of the
summary contempt power by federal. courts, what
kinds of, misconduct have been .found to actually
impede the administration of justice or what kinds-of
disobedience to lawful' orders? Obscene. statements
during the. trial have been held to authorize criminal
contempt convictions, as well as approaching the bench
'in a disorderly and threatening manner. Refusing to'
stop talking and sit down, requiring the judge to recess
the jury, has been held an actual obstruction of justice.
Accusing the judge of bias, prejudice, preferential
treatment and partiality has been held sufficient for
criminal contempt convictions. So has counsel's refusal
to discontinue argument and assist in quelling disorder
caused by his clients, as well as asking questions
previously excluded by the court to a witness. It is
significant, however, that in such instances the court
has taken notice of the contemptuous conduct at the
time it occurred and has stopped the progress of the
trial by responding to it in some way. Indeed, the
Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit has stated
that any obstruction should be determined by what
reaction the conduct has occasioned.
.Even a cursory examination of the contempt
citations here indicates that much of the defendants'
conduct did in fact obstruct the orderly progress of the
trial. Most of the time Judge Hoffman responded to
such conduct at the time of its occurence. But the.
transcript also contains instances where the court did
not indicate that the conduct was considered
contemptuous nor did it even ,notice what was later
regarded as misbehavior. It is also questionable whether
some of the conduct cited was in fact contemptuous.
The question arises whether the present record
indicates that Judge Hoffman was so angered by the'
defendants' personal attack on him that his contempt
citations were in large part a personal response to such
attack.
Certain instances do appear where' the judge's
personal involvement in the misconduct of the
defendants prompts his citing them for contempt. For
example, Judge Hoffman, after citing defendant
Hoffman for his remark that he has dropped his last
name because of its similarity with the judge's, notes
off the record that such statement grieved him sorely.
Defense
counsel
Kunstler's mere mentioning the
name of Bobby Seale after he had been separated from
the trial caused Hoffman to recollect Seale's calling
him various kinds of pigs. In replying to defense
counsel Weinglass' argument that the judge had given
preferential treatment to the prosecution, the judge

> ••..•

>

.•.•.•.•..•••....
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However, b'l.1964, the Court, in United States v.
Barnett, indicated that a change might be forthcoming.
There the then-Governer of Mississippi was cited for
contempt for willfully disobeying certain restraining
orders issued or directed to be issued by the court of
appeals. While rejecting the defendant's·c1aim to a right
to trial by jury, the Court indicated in a footnote that
irres'peetive of the severity of the offense, the severity
of the penalty imposed might entitle a right to a jury
trial. However, since the issue was not raised by the
defendant, itwasnot
considered by the Court. But it
was an indication that some members of the Court
believed
that summary
punishment
should
be
constitutionally limited to the penalty provided for
petty offenses.
The "note 12"jssue was raised again two years later
in Cheff v.Schnackenberg
when the Court agreed to
decide whether a six month sentence is permissable
under Article III and the Sixth Amendment without a
jury trial. The defendant was convicted of criminal
contempt in a non-summary proceeding for aiding and
abetting his previous employer in violating a pendente
lite compliance order to cease and desist from engaging
in certain deceptive practices. The Court affirmed the
conviction, rejecting the contention that a jury trial is
required in all contempt proceedings. To the Court the
proceeding here was "equivilant to a procedure to
prosecute a petty offense, which under our decisions
does not require a jury trial." A petty offense was
defined by. the Court as it is defined in the federal
statute-a misdemeanor whose penalty does not exceed
punishment for a period of six months. However, the
Court recognized that some federal courts have
imposed greater sentences without
a jury trial.
Therefore, in, its supervisory capacity over federal
courts, the Court announced that in the future,
"sentences exceeding six months for criminal contempt
may not be imposed by federal courts absent a jury
trialor waiver thereof."
Four years later the Court had the opportunity to
decide whether the constitutional guarantees of the
right to a jury trial apply to a prosecution for a serious
contempt. Having just held that the Sixth Amendment
right to a jury trial for serious crimes is binding upon
the states, the Court, in Bloom v. United States, was
faced with whether a two year contempt sentence by a
state court for an ac.ornev's intentional admittance of
a fraudulent will to probate entitled him to a jury trial.
The Court rejected the historical support previously
denying the right and the argument that necessity
required summary proceedings in serious contempt
cases by holding that such contempts are crimes insofar
as the right to trial by jury is concerned. Indeed, the
Court felt that an even more compelling argument
could be made in serious contempt cases because of the

Congress has also guaranteed the right to a trial by
jury in certain contempt cases. The 1914 Clayton Act
requires a trial by jury where the contemptuous act is
also a crime under any state or federal law and .limits
possible punishment to six months imprisonment, a
fine of $1,000, or both. The 1932 Norris-LaGuardia
Act extended the right to jury trial for contempt cases
arising out of injunctions issued during labor disputes,
excluding, however, direct contempts in the court's
presence. The 1957 Civil Rights Act provides a right to
a trial by jury in contempt convictions under the Act
where the p,unishment exceeds a fine of $300, or a
term of imprisonment exceeding 45 days, but also
excludes direct contempts. The 1964 Civil Rights Act
provides a right to jury trial in all criminal contempt
proceedings
arising under the Act, and limits
punishment to a fine of $1,000 or imprisonment for
six months if the requisite criminal intent can be
established,
again
excluding,
however, direct
contempts.
Let us now examine the sentences imposed by Judge
Hoffman. on the defendants. Having recited the
separate acts found contemptuous by each defendant,
the judge regards each as a separate contempt for
which a separate punishment is imposed and lets the
combined sentences run consecutively rather than
concurrently. Being very careful to avoid any sentence
exceeding six months, the combined sentences surpass
the six month limitation for six of the eight defendants
and both their lawyers. It has been suggested that such
a strategy has three unfortunate consequences. First,
the separate citations occurring at specified' intervals
tend to dissipate the contention by Judge Hoffman
that the entire trial was pervaded by contumacious
behavior. However, such an argument would be helpful
to the
defendants
in contending
that their
contemptuous acts were continuous in nature, thereby
deserving one punishment for all of them rather than
separate punishments. Second, it is doubtful whether
some of the citations were in fact contemptuous which
makes their punishment rather absurd. Thirdly, the
sentences for similar acts by different defendants are
inconsistent with each other at various times.
What then will be the outcome of Judge Hoffman's
refusal to limit his punishment to six months or less
without a jury trial? It is suggested that in view of the
trend toward limiting the summary contempt power
and extending the scope of jury trials in direct'
contempt cases, the court of appeals will either reduce
the contempt sentences to six months or less for each
defendant if
substantial number of the contempt
citations are upheld or will reverse and remand for a
jury trial on the contempt charges, preferably before a
different judge. However, such a determination will be
based on the assumption by the reviewing court that
either a jury trial would be unnecessary because
sentences exceeding six months are unlikely or that the
trial judge' would guess beforehand that a penalty
exceeding six months would be imposed (requiring him
to impanel a jury before trying the charges]. This
necessary but rather imprecise assumption is what
makes the petty/severe distinction before requiring a
jury trial inadequate. If the trial judge (and here the
court of appeals) miscalculates' the sentence actually
imposed. either a jury will have been needlessly called
or a new trial will be necessary.

a

Hopefully questions of this nature reaching the.
Supreme Court will result in further delimitations of
the summary contempt power-such as making the six
month limit on punishment absolute.
However, the latest decision by the Court
concerning courtroom disruption-Illinois
v. Allen, 90
S.Ct.1057(1970)-suggests
that the threat of summary
contempt
may not even be enough where the
defendant is charged with a serious crime. In such
cases, the Court approved of binding and gagging the
defendant (seemingly in response to the Seale episode)
and even removing him from the courtroom. This,
coupled with the recent changes in Court personnel,
may indicate that the majority position will shift
towards a more "liberal" exercise of that power.
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Busted
How people, especially so
many members of the legal
profession
can ignore· these
conditions is beyond my state of
comprehension. The policeman
is merely a microcosm of our
society. I'm frustrated because I
do not know what to do. I want
an answer but cannot find one.

and phases of violence may have.
illuminated
some
obvious
problems, but what is their
present value? Perhaps if I could
just sit down and talk to Bill
McNight, the red-eyed, shaking,
paranoid cop who busted me, it
would be a significant step.
Talking on an individual basis
takes time, but we may have to
accumulate the patience. The
incident in Georgetown was a
tangible infringement upon the
rights of free men, and we can
do something. This especially
includes
lawyers
and law
students. The time has come for
us to cut through the Latin and
awaken to our conscience.

The revolution
watchers are
going
to
be disappointed.
Generalizing, only a black can be
a revolutionary, since, based on
our present value system, they
have nothing to lose. Yet, that
police
cadet
was
black.
Throwing rocks does not alter
values. The large demonstrations

Relevant Review
This summer the University of
Texas Law Review studied the
Atomic Energy Commission in
Washington, D.C. The project
was funded by the Texas Law
Review with the encouragement
of the Center for Study of
Responsive Law. Ten Review
staffers drove from Austin to
D.C., rented a house and spent
ten weeks conducting interviews
and studying documents and
materials on the AE.C. Their
report and conclusions will be
published as a complete edition
of the Texas Law Review this
spring.
The project should serve as a
model
for
other
reviewsponsored studies. State and city
agencies are as susceptaible to
investigation as the F.D.A. or
the F.T.C. and I.C.C. studied by
summer projects. of Nader's
Raiders. Local welfare programs,
property tax assessments, baking
and credit policies, etc. provide
areas for smaller, local projects.

Now that law reviews are
breaking away from the rigid
formats of yesteryear, the range
of possibilities open to serious
and beneficial study is almost
without limit.
For example, a study could
profitably be made of whether
or not, in making loans to
corporations
for
enlarging
production
facilities, banks
investigate the impact on the
environment of the new facility.
Do they inspement of the new
facility. Do they inspect for or
require
the
best available
pollution abatement equipment
in such facilities?How available
is bak credit to firms for
obtaining
pollution
control
equipment
compared
to its
availability
to
obtain
enlargement
of production
facilities?The answers to these
questions
would
offer
a
significant
commentary
of
banks' actual, as opposed to
their verbal, commitment
to
cleanse the environment.

FOUNDERS'
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Events for Friday, Oct. 23 and Saturday, Oct. 24
include:
CLASS REUNIONS - DINNER DANCE
SEMI NARS-LUNCH EON-ART TOUR
For information and reservations contact:
Law Alumni Office
The George Washington University
2000 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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SRI

Two weeks ago the Student
Bar association met in general
session to discuss events for the
coming year. At that time it was
learned that David Bantleon,·
President of the Student Bar
Association, had taken a paying
job with the University as
prosecutor for the student court.
Mr. Bantleon was charged with
conflict of interest by several
members of the Student Bar
Association
and after some
discussion, I made a motion
requesting that Mr. Bantleon
resign either from one position
or the other as it was felt that
the duties of these two positions
were in conflict. Mr. Don Haid,
night Vice President, amended
the motion to request that' David
resign his position as university
prosecutor for the student court.
After
further
discussion
the question was called for and
the motion as amended carried
with six votes in favor and two
abstentions.
This is where things stand at
this point. David has made no
formal answer to the conflict of
interest
charges
and
has
indicated no intent to resign as
the university prosecutor. This is
an incredible
situation.
The
charges which were brouqht :
both by the Advocate and by a
majority of the SBA are not to
be taken
lightly.
For Mr.
Bantleon to have made no reply
must indicate either that he
considers valueless the opinion
of his own student government
or that he hopes the whole
incident will soon evaporate
leaving him to do as he pleases.
If Mr. Bantleon continues to
ignore
the charges brought
against him I would recommend
that impeachment proceedings
be
instituted.
Indeed
proceedings will be instituted for
as third year representative I will
see personally that the necessary
procedures are begun. David, I
implore
you
to
consider
carefully the position you are in
and to recognize the duty to the
students you represent. Do you
honestly feel that anyone of us
can make you privilege to
controversial information with
the knowledge that such a
discussion could ultimately put
us on opposite sides of the
university court counsel table?1
do not, and I will do everything
I can to see that neither myself
nor any other law student finds
himself
in that
unhappy
position.
Rodney J. Barwick
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Because of the limited library space and limited library
collections at the local law schools, there has been
iI:established a special Inter Law Library Permit to allow law
:f: students from this school to use the library facilities at
@: American University, Washington College of Law and
i:f Georgetown University Law Center, and reciprocally for
students from those schools to use The/George Washington
:!I University Law Library.
These permits are issued only in case of special
f:: circumstances and students of this Law School may see the
mm Law Librarian, Professor Hugh Y. Bernard (or iJ1his absence
Assistant Law Librarian Robert G. Bidwell) for a permit.
f:: Permits will expire on the last class day of the regular semester
mm of the summer session(s) of the issuing school.
:f! Holders of these permits may not transfer them to others,
::f and should keep the cards on their person when using the
@ other library. Students are reminded that without the inter Jaw
library permit they may be asked to leave another law school's
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:r its programs. So far this semester the turn-out has been rather
fi small, especially among the first year class. Students who are
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Special Student Rates
7S~

All evening
(5:15-12:00 )
M~nday thru Friday
COLONIAL PARKING
GARAGE
515 20th Street")·N. \V.
between E&F

Bar Review, Inc. 638-1955
/ 412 Fifth Street, NW
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local law and recent cases. Also BRI courses in llIinois,Florida,
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DC Bar Heview Course: Nov. L4-Dec. 23 (6 wk]
DC Intensive Course: Dec. 13·Jan. 3 (3 wk)
. Md. Bar Heview Course: (14 wk) (30ll752·2473)
Va. Bar Review Course: 638-1955 To Be Announced
. GW Student Rep: Da l-id If()yers

Quality bar review preparation
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Arizona, Wisconsin and Missouri. ~

~ FACU LTV: Prof. Bern ie Burrus. Prof. Sherman Cohn, Prof. Gallagher • Prof. John Garvey, Dan Grove, Esq •• Prof. Robert Lubic, Prof. Eugene ~
It.oonan,
Prof. Max Pock, Prof. Allan Scheflin, Prof. John Schmertz, Prof. Jerome Shuman, Prof. Peter Weidenbruch---Georgetown,
George
• Washington, American University, Northeastern University, Catholic University.
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